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Introduction

Feel free to dress in whatever makes you feel the most at ease

and confident. Embrace your creativity and use your outfit,

hairstyle, and makeup to express your unique personality! 

 

Remember, there's no need to purchase anything new for the

recruitment process. The chapters are interested in getting to

know the real you, and you should always feel accepted and

valued within our community without having to alter yourself.

The following suggestions are merely provided to give you an

idea of what the chapters typically wear.
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OPEN
HOUSE

OPEN HOUSE SHIRTS

You will be given a shirt to wear

from CPC. We recommend

pairing the shirt with jeans,

shorts, overalls, or skirts! 

This is the most casual round.

Chapters will be wearing T-shirts

and casual bottoms such as the

items listed below. They will be

wearing light makeup or

natural/no makeup.

DO NOT ALTER THE
OPEN HOUSE SHIRTS

UNTIL AFTER
RECRUITMENT

September
29th & 30th

CASUAL ATTIRE



IMPACT
ROUND

October 1st

WHAT TO WEAR

Chapters will be wearing nice

tops, skirts/pants, or casual

dresses along with light

makeup, similar to Open House

Round.

During this round, you will learn

about the impact our chapters

leave on our community and

members through philanthropic

endeavors, as well as the impact

our members leave on their

chapter and broader community

 

WHAT IS IT?



PREFERENCE ATTIRE

Chapters will be wearing

blouses, skirts, dresses,

trousers, or jumpsuits, and

makeup.

Since this round focuses on

sisterhood and ritual, it is

considered more formal than

previous rounds. 

FORMAL ROUND

PREFERENCE
ROUND
October 2nd



01.
Wear sneakers or other

comfortable shoes 

OPEN HOUSE

SHOE
GUIDE

02.
You will be walking a lot, so

tennis shoes or low sandals are

most appropriate and comfy!

IMPACT ROUND
Though many people choose to wear

heels, other options such as loafers,

boots, or sandals are all appropriate

and encouraged if true to your style!

03. PREFERENCE ROUND



WHAT SHIRT DO I WEAR
FOR OPEN HOUSE?

Your Rho Gamma will give you

the UCSB Panhellenic open

house shirt on 9/28, which you

will wear for both days of Open

House. The shirt will be the

same as the chapters' shirts,

but white!

Absolutely not! Wear what

makes you confident!

DO I WEAR A DRESS OR
SKIRT FOR IMPACT &
PREF?

Of course! If you do not want to

wear your jacket into the party,

simply leave it with your Rho

Gamma!

CAN I BRING A JACKET?

OUTFIT
FAQs

Rounds can be long days! Some

days you need to be ready by

9:00 am and may not finish until

8:00 pm or later (with many

breaks, of course!). Keep that in

mind when picking your outfit,

especially shoes!

HOW LONG DO WEAR MY
OUTFITS?

Nope! But many houses wear

either black or white for

preference, so keep that in

mind when picking your

outfits

IS THERE A COLOR
SCHEME?



Based on the timing of religious holidays and the start of

school this year, we recognize that there will be a quick

turnaround from class to recruitment.

If you have a conflict, inform your Rho Gam so they can

try to adjust the schedule. 

If you are uncomfortable wearing formal clothes to class,

feel free to wear whatever makes you feel the most

confident.

This document is merely a guide to give PNMs some

direction. Chapters know PNMs will be coming from

class, and you will never be judged for what you wear.

OUTFIT
FAQs
I HAVE CLASS RIGHT BEFORE MY PREFERENCE
PARTY. AM I SUPPOSED TO GO TO CLASS FULLY
READY?



WHAT 

THE

CHAPTERS

WORE

LAST

YEAR!
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PREF 
ROUND



THANKS FOR
READING!

If you have any questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to

reach to the VP Recruitment Internal
(Emma) or VP Recruitment External

(Megan)!

Emma Meyer: 
vprecruitmentinternal@ucsbpanhellenic.org

 
Megan Wagner: 

vprecruitmentexternal@ucsbpanhellenic.org
 


